Reminders

• An email has been broadcasted with grading scheme changes and proposed dates for the completion of the remaining deliverables.

• An Email confirming dates and times for the Quiz and Final exam will be sent out on March 23.

This Video

• Quiz 3 Topics and Format.

Quiz 3 Topics & Format

• From Testing (not included) to JavaFX (introduction to JavaFX only, not Container Panes).
• No aids.
• 60 minutes in length.
• You can write from anywhere you can access onQ. It is your responsibility to find and use a reliable connection.

• If you cannot write during the time of the quiz or it would be the middle of the night for you, let me know and you can write at another time.

Quiz 3 Topics, Detailed List

• Enumerated Types.
• Inheritance.
• Polymorphism.
• Interfaces, Anonymous Classes, Inner Classes, Abstract Classes.
• ArrayList<T> Collection Type.
• Generics: Generic Classes & Methods, Use of Wildcards. The Class<T> Object.
• Lambda Functions.
• Method References.
• Introduction to JavaFX.